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            Abstract
Tubulin is a major component of the eukaryotic cytoskeleton, controlling cell shape, structure and dynamics, whereas its bacterial homologue FtsZ establishes the cytokinetic ring that constricts during cell division1,2. How such different roles of tubulin and FtsZ evolved is unknown. Studying Archaea may provide clues as these organisms share characteristics with Eukarya and Bacteria3. Here we report the structure and function of proteins from a distinct family related to tubulin and FtsZ, named CetZ, which co-exists with FtsZ in many archaea. CetZ X-ray crystal structures showed the FtsZ/tubulin superfamily fold, and one crystal form contained sheets of protofilaments, suggesting a structural role. However, inactivation of CetZ proteins in Haloferax volcanii did not affect cell division. Instead, CetZ1 was required for differentiation of the irregular plate-shaped cells into a rod-shaped cell type that was essential for normal swimming motility. CetZ1 formed dynamic cytoskeletal structures in vivo, relating to its capacity to remodel the cell envelope and direct rod formation. CetZ2 was also implicated in H. volcanii cell shape control. Our findings expand the known roles of the FtsZ/tubulin superfamily to include archaeal cell shape dynamics, suggesting that a cytoskeletal role might predate eukaryotic cell evolution, and they support the premise that a major function of the microbial rod shape is to facilitate swimming.
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                    Figure 1: CetZ proteins comprise a distinct tubulin/FtsZ family.[image: ]


Figure 2: H. volcanii CetZ1 is essential for efficient swimming and rod-cell development, but not cell division.[image: ]


Figure 3: CetZ1 overproduction changes H. volcanii cell shape.[image: ]


Figure 4: Subcellular localization of FtsZ1–GFP and CetZ1–GFP in H. volcanii.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 CetZ2–GTP-γS crystals contain protofilaments and 2D sheets.
a, Expansion of crystal symmetry (PDB 4B45) shows lateral association of tubulin/FtsZ-like protofilaments. The lateral repeat distance of 42.4 Å is slightly shorter than the longitudinal distance (43.2 Å). There is similar packing to the lattice of tubulin dimers in the microtubule wall, although a specific M-loop facilitates the lateral contact in tubulin. CetZ2 shows less intimate contacts between GTPase domains (green) in the protofilament compared to tubulin. b, 90°-rotated view along the protofilaments. Protofilaments are arranged in the same orientation, creating two different surfaces of the sheet. The H11 helix and C termini are located on the lower surface as shown, and would have the potential to interact with other molecules or surfaces (as seen with the C-terminal tail of FtsZ).


Extended Data Figure 2 Tubulin-superfamily proteins in Euryarchaeota that contain CetZ.
CetZ1 from H. volcanii (HVO_2204, Uniprot D4GVD7) was used in PSI-BLAST searches to identify tubulin-superfamily members in Euryarchaeota. A representative genome from all genera determined to contain a CetZ or non-canonical CetZ was selected (if available), and then all identified superfamily members from these genomes were aligned for generating the phylogram. Bootstrap support is shown for selected branches. The positions of the H. volcanii CetZ proteins are indicated (HvCetZ). All species identified to contain a CetZ contained at least one FtsZ; most contained two FtsZ proteins from distinct sub-families. CetZ1 orthologues were identified in all species of Halobacteria analysed, and typically shared ∼80% sequence identity. CetZ2 orthologues were identified in many of these. A number of highly diverse sequences containing recognizable tubulin-superfamily signature motifs (Fig. 1b) were identified in Euryarchaeota, including the classes Thermococci, Methanomicrobia and Halobacteria (notably, in the rectangular prism-shaped Haloquadratum walsbyi (Hwa)). These were difficult to classify robustly; however, most were found to branch from near the base of the CetZ-family bough and were referred to as non-canonical CetZs.


Extended Data Figure 3 The role of CetZ1 in H. volcanii motility.
a, b, Motility assays of the ΔcetZ1 strain (ID59+pTA962) were performed with closely-spaced (a) or standard-spaced (b) inoculation sites. Exclusion zones were observed between halos after extended incubation (16 days). Irregularities in halo structures were seen in wild-type and mutant halos, which may be related to colony exclusion (repulsion or inhibition) between local clouds of motile cells. c, Motility agar plates (containing 0.2 mM Trp), were imaged once daily over 4 days after inoculation. Strains containing wild-type CetZ1 (H98+pTA962 and H98+pTA962-cetZ1) show an abrupt development of motile halos from day 3. Strains containing cetZ1 mutations (H98+pTA962-cetZ1(E218A) and ID59+pTA962 (ΔcetZ1)), were strongly inhibited in motility. d, A halo of wild-type H. volcanii (H98+pTA962) is shown in low and high contrast, showing the high-motility fainter outer zone and the denser population of cells growing more centrally. Samples were withdrawn from the indicated positions (1–4) of the motility halo for microscopy. e, f, Cell circularity distributions (e) were then generated from automated computer analysis of images of cells (f) sampled at the four positions.


Extended Data Figure 4 H. volcanii cell shape is sensitive to CetZ1 and CetZ1(E218A) concentration.
a, Phase-contrast images of wild-type (H98+pTA962), CetZ1-overproduction (H98+pTA962-cetZ1) and CetZ1(E218A)-overproduction (H98+pTA962-cetZ1(E218A)) strains in mid-log growth in Hv-Ca medium containing the indicated concentrations of Trp. b, c, Images of the strains were analysed for cell circularity (b) and the relative standard deviation (RSD) of curvature (c) of cell outlines. The wild-type (WT) control (H98+pTA962, 4 mM Trp) is shown in both b and c. At greater than 2 mM Trp, the circularity and curvature parameters did not increase further. However, during CetZ1(E218A) overproduction (4 mM Trp) cells appeared to show slightly larger highly distorted cells with more noticeable ruffling and protrusions (a, bottom right image). d, Coulter cell volume analysis of the strains confirmed that CetZ1(E218A) overproduction (4 mM Trp) showed slightly larger cells, indicating delayed cell division—a possible effect of significant cell distortion. e, Western blot analysis of H98+pTA962-cetZ1 (+CetZ1) and H98+pTA962-cetZ1(E218A) (+E218A) sampled during mid-log growth in Hv-Ca medium with the indicated concentrations of Trp. Ponceau S pre-staining of the membrane for total protein, as a loading reference, is shown below the CetZ1 western blot. The levels of CetZ1 increase in response to increasing concentrations of Trp in the medium. CetZ1(E218A) showed consistently higher levels compared to wild-type CetZ1, consistent with protofilament hyper-stability resulting in a slower rate of in vivo degradation of CetZ1(E218A) (see also Fig. 2a).


Extended Data Figure 5 Localization of CetZ1–GFP and variants, CetZ1–GFP(A206K) and CetZ1–mCherry, in H. volcanii.
CetZ1 tagged with the GFP variant used primarily in this study, smRS-GFP40 was compared to CetZ1 tagged with the A206K mutant of smRS-GFP (which blocks GFP self-association51,52) and the mCherry protein51,53 (which shows red fluorescence in H. volcanii). Strains expressing the indicated CetZ1 fusion proteins in pTA962-based plasmids were sampled during mid-log phase growth in Hv-Ca + 0.2 mM Trp (log-phase cells) and from the leading edge of motile halos (0.2 mM Trp).


Extended Data Figure 6 Expression of CetZ1–GFP and CetZ1(E218A)–GFP in H. volcanii.
a, Phase-contrast (left) GFP-fluorescence (middle), and phase/GFP overlay (right) images of strains H98+pIDJL40 (GFP vector only), H98+pIDJL40-cetZ1 (+CetZ1–GFP) and H98+pIDJL40-cetZ1(E218A) (+CetZ1(E218A)–GFP) sampled from mid-log growth in strong-overproduction conditions (Hv-Ca + 4 mM Trp). The GFP-vector-only fluorescence image is high-contrast, showing low-level background GFP fluorescence. The CetZ1–GFP and CetZ1(E218A)–GFP fluorescence images are presented with identical exposure and contrast settings, showing relatively higher background fluorescence for CetZ1–GFP and higher localized fluorescence for CetZ1(E218A)–GFP, indicating that assembly of the localized protein is stabilized by the E218A mutation (in the GTPase domain of CetZ). b, Cell circularity distributions for the indicated strains show no stimulation of rod shape during overproduction of either CetZ1–GFP or CetZ1(E218A)–GFP. c, Cell curvature distributions indicate that overproduction of CetZ1(E218A)–GFP results in blocky, stalked cells, as seen with untagged CetZ1(E218A) (Extended Data Fig. 4). d, Western blot analysis of CetZ1 in the indicated strains, showing increasing expression of CetZ1-GFP fusion proteins in response to Trp concentration. e, Motility assays for the indicated strains (H98 background, 0.2 mM Trp), showing significant inhibition of motility by CetZ1(E218A); this may result from higher level production of this protein (see Extended Data Fig. 4e), or stronger inhibition of native CetZ1 function. f, Cell circularity analysis of cells at the leading edge of the halos in e suggests that strong inhibition of rod shape is needed to see an obvious reduction in motility. (Data for wild-type and +CetZ1(E218A) strains are reproduced from Fig. 2h.) g, Cell outlines resulting from the automated cell detection process in phase-contrast and the corresponding GFP-fluorescence images. Magnified images show the normal lines (3 pixels long) on the inside of the cell outline that were integrated to measure fluorescence near the envelope (the closely spaced normal lines give the appearance of a thick outline of the cell). Sections of high curvature (>2 standard deviations above the mean) are shown in green, whereas the remainder is shown in red. h, A plot of the curvature (red) and the GFP localization (green) of the magnified cell, measured anticlockwise from the arrowhead. In automated analysis of cell populations, the curvature of each whole cell was calculated as the relative standard deviation of this line. Analysis of the strain expressing CetZ1(E218A)–GFP (in Hv-Ca + 2 mM Trp) showed a 73% greater mean fluorescence in areas of high curvature versus the whole cell, 53% greater fluorescence for areas of high curvature versus the whole perimeter, and 10% greater fluorescence for the perimeter versus the whole cell.


Extended Data Figure 7 Electron cryotomography of H. volcanii.
Cells growing in Hv-YPC + 4 mM Trp were frozen in vitreous ice to maintain native structure, and then tomographic data were acquired with a 300 kV cryo-transmission electron microscope. A 10 nm section from the tomographic reconstruction of the whole cell is shown for each. a, H98+pTA962 (wild-type) cell, showing cell envelope layers with some structural detail of the outer S-layer visible, a dense granule, particles consistent with ribosomes visible in the outer ∼25% of the cytoplasmic region, and fibres that may be seen underlying the cell envelope. b, Wild-type cell, with detail of the cell envelope region (inset as per Fig. 4f). c, Cells overproducing CetZ1(E218A) (H98+pTA962-cetZ1(E218A)), show extensive sections of the envelope with underlying fibres (inset as per Fig. 4f). (Supplementary Video 5 shows a segment image series through a cell, showing the sheet-like structure of the extra layer.) d, Example showing subtle ruffling of the cell envelope associated with the additional envelope fibres in a cell producing CetZ1(E218A). Scale bars, 100 nm for all panels, and 50 nm for all insets.


Extended Data Figure 8 Expression of CetZ2(E212A) affects H. volcanii cell shape and motility.
The T7-loop mutation CetZ2(E212A) is equivalent to CetZ1(E218A). a, Expression of CetZ2(E212A) in motility assays, by addition of increasing concentrations of Trp, inhibits motility, but to a lesser degree than CetZ1(E218A). b, Cells were withdrawn from the leading edge of the indicated motile halos. Moderate expression of CetZ2(E212A) (0.2 mM Trp) partially inhibits rod development, and higher expression (1 mM Trp) strongly inhibits rod formation and produces cells with sharp corners and regions of high curvature, similar to cells expressing CetZ1(E218A) (Fig. 4). CetZ2(E218A) is therefore dominant-inhibitory to rod development. c, Coulter cell volume analysis of cells withdrawn from mid-log cultures of wild-type (H98 + pTA962), CetZ2-overproducing (H98 + pTA962-cetZ2) and CetZ2(E212A)-overproducing (H98 + pTA962-cetZ2(E212A)) strains shows that overexpression of CetZ2 or CetZ2(E212A) does not affect cell division. d, Phase-contrast images of cells from the same cultures shown in c. Data obtained from automated analysis of images for each strain is shown in the plots in d. Unlike CetZ1 (Fig. 4), overexpression of CetZ2 in liquid culture did not stimulate rod morphology, indicating that CetZ2 is not a dominant driver of rod formation. However, analysis of cell curvature (bottom right) showed that expression of CetZ2(E212A) produced a high-curvature phenotype, similar to CetZ1(E218A) (Fig. 4), indicating that this mutant specifically interferes with shape regulation in H. volcanii.


Extended Data Table 1 Crystallography data collection and refinement statisticsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 H. volcanii strains, plasmids and oligonucleotidesFull size table





Supplementary information
Motile cells of H. volcanii
Cells were prepared for time-lapse imaging (online Methods); after ~18 h incubation at 37 °C, fields containing motile cells apparent in pockets of interstitial liquid (between the base of the dish and the pad) were imaged by phase-contrast microscopy, at 2 frames per second. The motile cells show behaviours such as runs, tumbles and reversals. In some regions of the field, cells remain immobilised. (The strain shown is H98+pIDJL40-cetZ1.) (MOV 1697 kb)


CetZ1-GFP 3D-SIM slice series through H. volcanii cells
Strain H98+pIDJL40-cetZ1 was grown in mild-induction conditions (Hv-Ca + 0.2 mM Trp), and then cells were placed on an agarose pad. 3D-SIM z-stack images were acquired (125 nm z-intervals between frames). The image sequence begins at the upper surface of the cells as viewed and proceeds down through to the lower surface. Patches of localisation can be seen around the edges of the cell, and on the upper and lower surfaces as viewed, whereas no clear patches of localisation are seen in the interior, which shows consistent fluorescence throughout. (MOV 462 kb)


CetZ-GFP can form dynamic filaments
CetZ1-GFP was overproduced in H. volcanii in rich medium (Hv-YPC + 1 mM Trp). The production of CetZ1-GFP increases during the time-lapse experiment (10 min intervals between frames), and then obvious filaments appear in two cells. These CetZ1-GFP filaments are possibly a non-physiological consequence of overproduction; however, these reveal the capacity of CetZ1-GFP to assemble into filaments that appear to show dynamic instability—a common behaviour of tubulin-family proteins. Cells showing these types of filaments were relatively infrequent (~0.1 %). They did not appear to grow substantially compared to surrounding cells, suggesting that they may be moribund (as may be seen, the cell in the right-hand panel eventually erupts). (MOV 1035 kb)


CetZ1.E218A-GFP 3D-SIM slice series through H. volcanii cells
Strain H98+pIDJL40-cetZ1.E218A was grown in strong induction conditions (Hv-Ca + 2 mM Trp); despite this, fluorescence in the cell’s interior is very low, and there is strong localisation. The sheet-like patches that may be seen in the successive z-intervals (125 nm apart) are consistent with 2D arrays of CetZ1-GFP assembled at the envelope. A stalk-like structure lined with CetZ1.E218A-GFP is indicated by the arrow. (MOV 93 kb)


Overproduction of CetZ1.E218A produces an extra sheet-like layer on the inside of the H. volcanii envelope
(Strain H98+pTA962-cetZ1.E218A, grown in Hv-YPC + 4 mM Trp.) The video shows an electron cryotomography slice series. The extra envelope layer covers a larger surface area than what could be explained by single filaments, suggesting a 2D-array of subunits (scale bar: 100 nm). (Note: a region of this cell is also shown in Fig. 4.) (MOV 6237 kb)


Short-term CetZ1-GFP localisation dynamics in H. volcanii
Strains expressing cetZ1-gfp or cetZ1.E218A-gfp were grown in low (0.2 mM Trp, panels a and c) and high (2 mM Trp, panels b and d) expression conditions, and then cells were imaged at 10-second intervals at 37 °C by OMX deconvolution microscopy. The panels, except panel a, have identical imaging settings (1 ms exposures); panel a was obtained with longer exposures (5 ms), as it showed fainter localised fluorescence. CetZ1-GFP shows localisation dynamics over this time frame, with more stable fluorescence at the edges near mid-cell, and fluorescence throughout the interior. CetZ1.E218A-GFP shows very little fluorescence in the cell interior, whereas the strongly localised material at the envelope is very stable (See also Supplementary Video 7.). Some much fainter areas of fluorescence from CetZ1.E218A-GFP show dynamic behaviour, suggesting that this is not dependent on the GTPase activation domain (E218). (MOV 282 kb)


Stable localisation of CetZ1.E218A to cell protrusions and high-curvature regions 
Cells producing CetZ.E218A-GFP (Hv-Ca + 2 mM Trp) were imaged in time-lapse by phase contrast (left) and fluorescence microscopy (right) at 15-second intervals with a Nikon Ti system. The localised material is stably associated with structural features of cells attributed to the E218A mutation. Fluorescence fades over time, which was attributed to photobleaching. (MOV 1893 kb)


Transition from plate to rod cell shapes in H. volcanii
Cells producing CetZ1-GFP were grown in Hv-YPC + 0.2 mM Trp liquid medium and visualised with both differential interference contrast (DIC) and GFP-fluorescence time-lapse microscopy. In this media, cetZ1-dependent rod-shaped cells form during exponential growth; in this field two cells can be seen undergoing transition or rod elongation. (The lower cell is also shown in Fig. 4g.) Note that cells shift positions somewhat over time as they are not immobilised on a gel pad. CetZ1-GFP shows dynamic patches and filamentous localisation along the length of the rod during development (15 min frame intervals). The strongest localisations are seen near mid-cell, perpendicular to potential division sites, along the edges of the rod. We speculate that the potential division site and cell poles might be specific sites of activity of CetZ1 (and any associated molecules) for generating and maintaining rod shape. (MOV 278 kb)


Transition from plate to rod cell shapes in H. volcanii
A sample was withdrawn from the central inoculation site of a motility agar plate (Hv-Ca + 0.3 % agar + 1 mM Trp, day 3) and then prepared for time-lapse microscopy (10 min intervals). Under these conditions, the fluorescence from CetZ1-GFP in some rod-shaped cells (such as this one) was observed to alternate suddenly between irregular periods of dynamic localisation and uniform fluorescence throughout the cell. During the localisation periods, patches of CetZ1-GFP and filaments moving along the cell edges around the mid-cell region may be seen, as the cell narrows and elongates. (MOV 635 kb)


Stability of polar CetZ1-GFP localisation in motile rods of H. volcanii
Cells producing CetZ1-GFP (in Hv-Ca + 0.2 mM Trp) were incubated at 37 °C for ~18 h on a 0.3 % agarose pad in a microscopy dish (see online Methods), and then a field showing motile cells at the edge of a pocket of interstitial liquid was imaged by both phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy at 10 min intervals. The field becomes increasingly infiltrated by rods over time, which eventually become immobilised, apparently due to overcrowding. The immobilised rods eventually show stable polar localisation of CetZ1-GFP, suggesting that CetZ1 recognises a feature of the pole after initial rod development has occurred, and might therefore have an ongoing role there. Also evident are plate cells undergoing division, showing dynamic CetZ1-GFP localisation around the cells and at the division furrow before and during constriction. Note that fluorescence from CetZ1-GFP increases over time, as seen in Supplementary Video 3—this might reflect increased expression from the tnaA promoter under these conditions. (MOV 8102 kb)
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        Editorial Summary
Evolution of cell shaping proteins
One of the distinguishing features of the eukaryotic cell is the cytoskeleton, a network of fibres that give the cell shape and are important in processes such as cell division. Bacteria do not have a cytoskeleton, but they do have a protein FtsZ, homologous with the eukaryotic protein tubulin, which establishes the cytokinetic ring which constricts during cell division. How the different roles of tubulin and FtsZ evolved is not known, but the answer could lie in the archaea, the third major domain of life. Iain Duggin et al. report the structure and function of CetZ, a protein related to both tubulin and FtsZ from the archaeon Haloferax volcanii, which is involved in the control of cell shape. The results suggest that this family of proteins was involved in the control of cell shape long before the evolution of eukaryotes.
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